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Abstracts: Calculation of sediment load through Rivers is one of basic issues through designing of Hydraulic
structures. Studies about possibility of dam hydro and power plant and other hydraulic structure without
consider of sedimentation behavior has very important role practically. Some empirical experience has been
presented experimentally, defining and modifying of these equations and presentation new formula. It shows
that, a new analytical or suitable experimental equation in order to estimate of sediment conveying criteria rarely.
Generally, Normal methods with a suitable exponential equation, from data, about discharge or sediment flux,
were been determined. With using this function, translated sediment. Volume were been calculated
experimentally. This type of equation didn’t have distinguished potential side to evaluate specific characteristic
of data series, deductively. They couldn’t determine exact value of conveying sediment by flow rate and it’s
not possible to calculate Time changing at average flow rate subsequently.  At this paper,  not only all result
of Suspended local sediment, with applying common methods such as normal statistical method or fuzzy
methods, have been evaluated ,but also, compared with each other. Plus, two types of methods were analyzed
carefully. This study shows this phenomenon probably possible to occur. Time series were been investigated
perfectly (through transformed sediment yield), besides it has been deducted that phase method has accurate
and more acceptable Results than other methods and a better convergence were been observed logically.
Finally, fuzzy method evaluated more sediment yield than other utilizing methods.
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INTRODUCTION experimental relation, for modification and calibration,

Erosion  on watershed plain, bed erosive sediment particles properties or hydraulic condition,
phenomenon,  silt  and  clay  movements  are  most independence of flushed load from basin plate as
important factors to make a form of River beds, At rivers conclusion. Lack of suitable analytical or practical
consequentially. If because of any reason, flow velocity equation, based on true and exact data, are important
or sediment potential ratio has been decreased, Sediment factor of exact method of sediment calculation (especially
particles would have been more or changed their position sediment movement) Because of these reasons, deep
by flow Rate (discharge) normally.  They were been difference between. Laboratory of field study of sediment
stayed at river bed and they caused save change behavior were observed normally.
of river (morphological change). Then prediction of river At regression method, measurement values of flow
morphology characteristic:, determination of sediment discharge and sediment concentration have been plotted
balance has special effects surely. against each other, then, a new and suitable function has

Different methods for estimating of sediment yield been achieved subsequently. Recent study shows that: a
and subsequently sediment (material deposited) flow of function of discharge P= a Q^b   is the best equation
river are there empirical equations and statistical between measured discharge and concentration ratio and
regression are  known as general method for conveying a and b values are real number and they have been driven
sediment transformed by river. Some presented from data regression equations. 

need wide variety of sediment information such as:
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Some effective factors on these parameters are such
environmental conditions characteristic of river and
different kind of sediment type, deduction ally, using
these kinds of equations is depend on fixed basin
conditions which are one of main restriction of estimation
of sediment transformation eventually. For example: if
plant cover of one basin were influenced by some
destructive  phenomenon.  Some  different  at  sediment
yield have been observed normally. And they were not
relying on ex- formula.  Beside, building each hydraulic
construction may cause some difficulty change through
river morphology and river sediment formation effectively.
using this kind of equation is largely limited. At following
section, another descriptions of methods were disused
effectively.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Study basin, from morphological view, alluvial  is bed
from with some particle size such as: fine materials (silt
and clay), under some specific condition such as
topography, morphology, constructive bed material and
because of unknown factors, this kind of river behave
with meander water way 74 kilometer from North of Ahwaz
city, karoon and Dez river joint to each other and the grate Fig. 2: Formation of sediment hill development at some
karoon river has been formed. Position of karoon river, satellite of karoon river in compassion of satellite
Dez and grate karoon had been show at figure(1) Specific pictures (from 1990-2003)
morphological from of karoon river , building of Dez and

Fig. 1: Location of hydrometric station and river branch numerous   functions   has   been   providing  numerously.

karoon Dam and water resource development programs at
Khuzestan plane is reason of immigration of meandering
behavior at some lengths, some side erosion of river were
extreme high.

Recent research show that some part of transited
coefficient of main channel has been decreased, therefore,
discharge of full river decreased gradually. Investigation
from satellite information and picture demonstrate some
island at karoon river would been appeared. Moreover,
decreasing of sediment transformed coefficient show that
some flood may threat Ahwaz city.

Some part of water current of river between 1990 to
2003 has been shown at figure (2).

In order to study existing relationship between
factors and river sediment yield, some methods of fuzzy
statistical program, for calculation Have been used.

Landscape of Ahwaz hydro metric station shows in
Figure (3) 

Fuzzy Methods: At recent years, because of rapid
development of computer software and hardware,
possibility of using computational program with
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Fig. 3: Landscape of Ahwaz hydro metric station

This method, genetic algorithm methods or artificial neural
network and fuzzy algorithm has been developed rapidly.
Fuzzy logic, for first time, has been presented at one paper
as titled fuzzy assumption at 1965 (by Dr lorfizadeh). He
tried to expressed his idea or principle of Incapability and
he said when one system move through complicity
implicit end, exact and meaningful definition of this
system is impossible [1, 2]. At 1974, Mamdani, had Used
fuzzy logic at a new simple Vapor machines. At 1980, fuzzy
method has been applied for cement Tower, then, it has
been used for train (by Japanese company HITACHI). At
1989 a new institution system and fuzzy theory have been
based and international fuzzy laboratory were been built
at Japan (known as life laboratory). From 1990, it has been
applied for electrical devices and it’s developed till know,
[1-3]. Baedossy et al [1] used fuzzy pattern for regression
calculation at hydrology. [4]  tried to use this method at
water resource program, [5] have utilized this methods for
kind of doughnut  classification, [6]. Used this program at
optimizing usage of hydro power plant and compared
these results with other optimizing method (linear
method). This study didn’t show a very grate difference
before two methods, (shresta et al, 1996) had work on
reservoir modeling with using fuzzy logic. Specific usage
method for reservoir is better and was so simple than
other methods. [7-11] have used this program in order to
distinguish of algorithm and classifications (Bezdal) in
order to enter issues about un sureness of belonging of
data to groups, tried to combine fuzzy theory relative
belonging methods with …… algorithm and a new fuzzy
methods (type C) presented [11], at study of convening
sediment through rivers, knowing a suitable and actual
transformed sediment and Its times changing  at  different

menthes of season or different years, is very important
this subject when is important which number of observed
point, specially of critical and important points (floods) is
less than other points. A new …. Fuzzy algorithm with
classified measured Data based on discharge.

Providing a new possibility of distinguishing
between point (with basic  discharge) and low discharge
points through river carefully if time calculating presents
were been enter to the fuzzy algorithm, then changing of
sediment concentration and coordinate monthly season
or annually flow rate have been provided too. 

In order estimate sediment transformed yield, with
using fuzzy methods fuzzy flustering way, in fact this
methods is a red algorithm for calculation actual
parameters, has been used at investigation of sediment
transport of river by flow, using of the methods at
different field specially at central ad conduction electro
mechanical program have been used perfectly. Totally,
this methods have been divided in two calculating grow
while have been at following sections.

(3-1) Unsupervised Fuzzy C-mean Clustering Methods:
Firstly, number of clusters were been studied number of
cluster has been know with using distributed domain of
observed data. Generally, Distance between select (which
is possible to change sediment transform pattern with
using discharge data). Number of clusters (C) has been
chosen between 20 or 30 , distance between them are save
and has been elected for following equation :

(1)
In Which:
L=1, … C.

Central of clusters were been chosen randomly
between   this point is knows symbol of all
sediment discharge. Between  at  this
situation sediment discharge coordinate of each cluster
has been evaluated as blew  if

(2)

In order to evaluated daily sediment discharge 

for each daily discharge, QS and belonging degree for
each clusters with using especial function has been
refereed

(3)

20, with using above equation, belonging degree of
Q to cluster number I has been function of Q  from centeri i

of cluster has been come as below known as 
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(4) At this methods Qs values for specific time in which

In Which:
W  is degree of discharge belonging from cluster of eachij

fluster  coefficient is coefficient that shows fuzzy system
and has been define as below.

If , then or

If (5)

With considering of impossibility of function which
more to zero value.  at this  section at this situation Wjl
were been know with value of 10  or 10  it should  bee-5 -6

mentioned that because of very small value of this number
against belonging coefficient of 1. This number didn’t
have effecting fuzzy cluster changing and calculation
process.

(6)

By determination of  w  values for each Q at allij

cluster centers has been move to normal situation.

(7)

(8)

With this methods; all sediment discharge of Q  hasi

been evaluate from sediment discharge of all clusters.

(9)

And total transformed sediment at each year; has
been driven from sum up at annual statistical data and
with using equation (9) perfectly.

Supervised Fuzzy C Mean Method: This method has 3
basic different with ex-methods.

Searching to find suitable points for calculation of
valuable factor (Qs) at special length, so for specific
discharge Q at happening time of t, searching for
finally Qs at length of Q ±?Q has occur at t±?t.
At this method instead of calculation from fluster
center (C), all observed data has been known as
independence cluster, entire different of this method
with there method, is creating space for excessive
searching at yielding value.

daily discharge had been existence has been
calculated directly. (but in lest methods it is need to
use sediment- measured currents in which effect of
all plotted paints has been chosen similarly with
considering wet/ dry period and be or not existence
karoon dams and Dez, varying large change has been
appeared at karoon and Dez river a this river and
supervised fuzzy arrangement has been used. At this
study, belonging degree of each daily discharge to
sum of observed dally flow rote sediment has been
determine with use fuzzy equation like (13) relation
determine function of belonging degree at this
method was 2 dimensional, which one dimension is
flow rate and other one is measured time if recording
of sediment discharge is (y-m-d) (year-month and
day) quantity parameter were define as below :

(10)

There fore, belonging degree of fuzzy related to the
discharge (Q) at time of t  (through center of cluster) of Qi i i

at t  were calculated mathematically as below:i

(11)

In which:  ,  are coefficients of fuzzy domain at1 2

system and were knew as following :

If Q =Q then W =1j i ij

If Q  = Q  ± Q then t  = t  ± t and w ˜ 0j i j i ij

But because of choosing zero were impossible, then
a value near zero such as 10  has been used for  with-5

considering very small size of this value, against to
belonging degree of one this value did have effect on
calculation process adequately. (the reason is that;
belonging degree of each center of fuzzy cluster is more
than 10  bigger than belonging degree of distance5

between Q and t (Respectively):

(12)
(13)

Than all values of  and  has been determined as1 2

below
(14)
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Values of Q and t has been estimated according to
number of choosing cluster and at direction of Q , t and
generally are like equation (11). Application of this
method may cowed possible that. Searching for  (with

using them goes is possible) has been restrichded at
 and . In fact, changing behavior of

sediment from different flow rate has been change with
time eventually.

With using determination at ; wij for each Qj , were
been determined and all values of this function were been
calculated and normalized perfectly (with using equation
of (17 , (18) ).

Finally, all estimated sediment value for each Qj at
time j has been calculated from following relation: 

(15)

And  sediment   transport   value   of   each  year
have  been  computed  from   sum   of   daily  sediment
value  from   are   statically   year   (by   using  equation
(9)).   It   is   need   to   mentioned   rate   of   being  fuzzy
for  leader   methods   is   more   than   un   leading  ways
(sum of ,  at equation (of (11)) is less than  from1 2

equation (6)).
This   event   is   because   of   disturbing of

observed  data  at heading fuzzy methods on 3
dimensional spherical spaces has occurred, at
unsupervised methods, point distributing is on the 2
dimensional curves. 

At   this    study,    are    cause    wet/arid    period
and  access   and   non   access   to   karoon   river,
obvious  changing  through  sediment  together of
karoon river was seen as well other change so this
process has been based on supervised fuzzy
classification methods.

Validation: In order control accuracy and validity of
methods, some executive result has been driven as below.

Initial volume of karoon 1 Dam were 3/099*10  m9 3

(1976) and its rate is about 2/138*109 m3 at (1996). It
means at 20 years, more than 7*10  m  has been6 3

decreased gradually.
At karoon 1 dams stations, with considering
sediment trapped at dams reservoir, river sediment
out flow must been.

Tabl 1:  Sediment yielding based on flood influence for every hydro year

Flood section at

No River Station sediment yield

1 Karoon Ahwaz 633940308

2 Karoon Molasani 121980097

3 Karoon Gorvand 90337679

4 Shatit ArabAsad 52906655

5 GarGar Shoshtar 4100960

6 GarGar ValiAbad 2316872

7 Dez Bandez 11951153

Study of satellite pierce show that, from molasani
hydrometric station ti Ahwaz station, much sediment
Iceland between rivers has been increased and it
concludes that sediment balance has positioned
procedure. [Figure 2].

Flood  Affection  Sediment  Outflow:  Very  different
studies  have  been  dome  (on  karoon  river  flood) and
It show that from rain season (from December to April)
two  types  of flood were been observed experimentally.
(1) Flood’s which occurred at next 4 months, has been
occurred and almost is because of rain fall plus snow
melting.

Flood (from  end  of  autumn  and  first   of  winter)
has  been  occurred  rapidly  and raised   as   jet  volume
of  these  flow  are  less  than  other  floods  after
analyzing  of  fuzzy  method  (this method is preferred
than other pattern) and with using this method, flood
effect at sediment yield (at length of studying period) her
been driven mathematically and It’s result have been
observed at table (1)

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

New  Values  from  Flood  Effect  Didn’t  Have
Convergence   to    Other    Research:    At  almost
studies,  scientist  believes  that  sediment  yield is
between 70 to 99% but according to the table (3) this
changing rate  is  between  2.5%  to 63%. And it is
because lock of accurate and exact information from flood.
At this research, for find more accurate answers, one
station (Hydrometric station of Ahwaz) has been
investigated and basic flow for this study has been
calculated normally and subsequently. Below results has
been calculated (which has more similarity to other
studies results) table (4).
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Table 2: Percentage of  flood influence  on sediment for every hydro year

River Karoon Karoon Karoon Shatit GerGer GerGer Dez
Hydro year Ahwaz Molasani Gotvand Arabasad Shoshtar Valiabad Bamdez

1998-99 2903799 9316333 5706221 1658539 84162 3079 2156222
99-2000 1319287 308072 219605 213404 73388 335051 527384
2000-2001 49580 14375 41152 3999 501 1907 14098
2001-2002 866986 11057448 1103725 18678409 433679 1618255 297429
2002-2003 9482765 11619860 8159219 5935139 1397044 243801 4339347
2003-2004 7067968 4420548 3029672 1578731 3100300 171991 512320
2004-2008 7351869 29894857 12407279 8070009 309823 322066 1544895
2005-2006 1035345 45624905 48347840 10609470 122764 31794 11263
2007-2008 5599689 5378616 2869109 4348685 162645 63839 1080747
2008-2009 20369285 4275082 8953853 1529889 101683 19493 467445

Table 3: Percentage of flood effect of sediment yeilding

River Karoon Karoon Karoon Shatit GerGer GerGer Dez
Hydro year Ahwaz Molasani Gotvand Arabasad Shoshtar Valiabad Bamdez

1998-99 18 28 23 17 24 8 29
99-2000 11.5 9 12 15 12 16 18
2000-2001 2.5 1.5 6 1.1 1.3 1.48 3
2001-2002 22 34 19 39 17 26 9.4
2002-2003 21 30 1.3 42 31 11 2.7
2003-2004 46 35 40 34 27 11 27
2004-2008 53 62 33 35 11 34 30
2005-2006 51 40 26 14 1.5 1.9 1.56
2007-2008 9 25 16 27 3.2 31 40
2008-2009 47 34 54 22 12 23 21

Table 4:  Sediment yield from Hydrometric station Ahwaz- karoon

No Year Percentage of sediment

1 1998-99 38
2 99-2000 25
3 2000-2001 65
4 2001-2002 62
5 2002-2003 50
6 2003-2004 15
7 2004-2005 25
8 2005-2006 61
9 2007-2008 61
10 2008-2009 58
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